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General Comment
ID: NRC-2020-0073-0001
Foreign Nationals should not be working in US nuclear sites and certainly not unescorted. Any who work at a 
nuclear site should be accompanied and have high security clearance. It is often easy to scrutinize Americans, 
but those born and raised abroad - US citizens or not - arrive as a blank slate, and sometimes change their 
names. Thus, you, the NRC, need to work with Interpol and US Intelligence services to evaluate anyone born 
and raised outside of the United States - US Citizen or not - before they enter a US nuclear facility - whether 
dealing with operating reactors or nuclear waste. I hope that this is already the case, but fear that it is not. 
Those who already have unescorted access should be double checked, and not grandfathered in. It should be 
the responsibility of the US NRC and the DHS to vet those working at US nuclear facilities. 

I agree with this comment that says: "The NRC, in collaboration with the Department of Homeland Security, 
has identified several instances where a licensee has FAILED toappropriately verify, in the case of foreign 
nationals seeking UA and/or UAA, that the claimed non-immigration status that the individual has provided is 
correct. Consequently, foreign nationals have been granted UA and UAA at United States nuclear power 
plants for the purpose ofwork using visa categories that DO NOT permit foreign nationals to workin the 
United States. The NRC and DHS cannot allow this!

Foreign nationals do not necessarily care about the health and safety of the United States. Such foreign 
nationals are highly susceptible to being enticed to imperil the US nuclear industry for monetary or political 
gain. aka, espionage. These "licensees" should loose their status, be fined and imprisoned for so callously 
jeopardizing the safety of the United States's nuclear industry, its citizenry and its mere existance." 
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I didn't think that there was anything left to shock me about the US nuclear industry. However, the fact that 
illegal workers were allowed unescorted access to US nuclear power stations still tends to shock me. I am 
happily surprised that you are even bothering to address the matter. But, please address it thoroughly with the 
help not only of the SAVE database but also of Interpol AND US intelligence services AND DHS. 
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